
“Build-Your-Own” Scaled Bracers Guide 

Build your bracers using Mersona Maker!  A free-to-play web browser game: 

https://realy.design/index.php/mersona-maker/ 

A mobile-friendly version is in development. 

Start by choosing a base color that matches the main colors from your tail(s) & accessories. 

There are a number of customization options available to give your bracers more “punch” and more 

closely match the merfolk look you are going for.  These are fully explained in this guide. 

Customization Options 

These are optional and can be combined to create a variety of looks! 

There is probably some sort of color fade in your tail/accessories already.  Find that color/style and see 

which options here match it the closest. 

Color Fades: 

   
Edges Sides Front & Back 

   
Front Back Wrist 

 

 

 

 

https://realy.design/index.php/mersona-maker/
https://realy.design/index.php/mersona-maker/


Markings 

Choose a marking pattern that matches your mersona!  If these aren’t quite what you’re looking for, 

Realy Design does offer fully custom designs (separate product page). 

If combining markings with a fade, you’ll have to choose if you want the markings or the color fade on 

top.  If the fade is on top, the markings will be faded out with it. For best results, do not put light fades 

over dark colors. 

 

    
Koi Spots 

 
Ripples Caustics Flames 

    
Bubbles 

 
Splotches Stripes-Angled Stripes-Radial 

   

 

Spots 
 

Stripes-spots Tidepool  

 

 

https://realy.design/index.php/product/scaled-arm-bracers-custom-design/


Outlines 

If you’re looking for an outlined effect, take a look at these options.  Can be combined with markings, or 

selected on it’s own. 

If combining outlines with a fade, you’ll have to choose if you want the outlines or the color fade on top.  

If the fade is on top, the outlines will fade out with it.  

 

   
Koi Spots 

 
Ripples Caustics 

   
Flames 

 
Bubbles Splotches 

   
Stripes-angled 

 
Stripes-radial Scale Outlines 

 

 



Our recommendation: 

Color fade is a simple and effective way to enhance the look of your bracers.  If you have multiple tails in 

similar colors, a fade is versatile because you’re not committed to a certain marking pattern.  

 

After you’ve decided what your bracers look like in Mersona Maker, click the “Ready to BUY!” button: 

 

This will redirect you back to the product page on the website.  The options available on the product 

page mirror what’s in Mersona Maker.  The page will be filled out with criteria you input using Mersona 

Maker including a game generated code.  DO NOT ALTER THE CODE which contains necessary 

information about the chosen colors and markings.  Invalid, missing, or altered codes will cause delays.   

• If possible, please attach a snip/screen shot of the bracers you built in Mersona Maker! This 

will help confirm order details are correct, and it will provide a guide to work from when 

painting your bracers.    

o Note: There is no screen shot function available in Mersona Maker at this time.  You’ll 

need to use print screen key or snip-it tool on your computer to save an image for 

upload here. 

• Double check that everything looks correct, add to cart, and check out!  We’ll be in touch with 

you about order status and ship date. 

As a reminder, if what you’re looking for cannot be built via Mersona Maker we do offer completely 

custom bracer designs. There is a separate product page for this “Scaled Arm Bracers – Custom Design”  

Thank you so much!  We look forward to making you the best bracers! 

 

https://realy.design/index.php/product/scaled-arm-bracers-custom-design/

